Signs to monitor for the next market turn

The Thinking Man’s
Approach

Investors have seen stocks more than triple since the financial crisis, with
the S&P 500 up 265% since it bottomed on March 9th, 2009. But with the
delight of seeing the market rise, there comes mounting risks that can
become worrisome as this bull market, the second longest on record, enters
new positive territory. Investors may feel the urge to rashly decrease their
exposure to equities as they question how much time this bull-run has left.
Market risk is higher now than what it was at any point in the last eight
years due to record-high valuation levels, the normalization of interest
rates, low expectations for the approval of market-friendly policies, and a
rising geopolitical risk that has been overlooked by investors for far too
long. Although these factors could lead to a sell-off, in our opinion they are
not enough on their own to trigger the start of a bear market. Markets
tumble all the time but find their way back if the economy continues to
grow.
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The key aspect to monitor is a market drop accompanied by a recession. A
sharp economic downturn is what will end the bull-run and lead to a
prolonged slide in equity markets. Opinions vary on when a recession will
occur. Supporters of the idea that we are on the cusp of a major downturn
mention several indicators: the savings rate is near its lowest level since the
financial crisis, meaning consumer spending could begin to slow; the Fed
seems intent on raising interest rates, even as inflation remains below its
2% target; the housing market seems to be cooling off, with new-home
sales declining 9.4% in July; and the Philadelphia Fed’s coincident economic
activity index tumbled to 36 in July, from 68 in May – a decline that is
considered infallible in predicting recessions.

• The risk to the bull market is higher
now than what it was at any point
in the last eight years.
• However, this bull market still has a
room to grow since fundamentals
remain strong and it is possible
market-friendly policies will be
enacted.
• A drop in markets with a recession
will cause the next bear market
• There are seven main events that
could be catalysts of the next
recession.
• A high probability, high market
impact event that affects the
whole market seems to be 12-18
months away.
• We are cautiously optimistic as the
recession and the subsequent bear
market are not imminent.
• We recommend our clients to
continue to ride the market while
protecting the downside. Volatility
is the cheapest security.

On the other hand, there are some who believe there is the possibility that
the economy becomes stronger: jobless claims remain low, small-business
sentiment is strong, financial deregulation and a tax reform seem more
likely, and strong demand caused by a weaker USD could ramp up inflation.

For more on how we are positioning
our portfolios, please contact your
investment advisor or email:
ideas@bigsurpartners.com

While markets still hold record highs, we prepare for October, a rocky
month where we expect a potential 5% correction, we believe this bull
market is not nearing its end as fundamentals remain strong – even at this
late stage of the economic cycle. Our view is that an inflection point is still
12 to 18 months away, and that it is therefore too soon to completely derisk portfolios.

This scenario could motivate the
Fed to accelerate the pace of its
rate hikes – helping to drive the
nation into a recession.
The conditions for a full-blown
recession are not yet visible, and it
is very difficult to accurately
predict what will trigger an
economic downturn. Nevertheless,
we consider any one of the
following scenarios or combination
as potential catalysts of the next
recession.

Source: Bloomberg; Yardeni Research

A. Fed Mistake: The Fed could decide to tighten its monetary policy too quickly at a time where
growth and inflation remain low; thus, pushing the U.S. economy into a recession. We consider
this potential event to have a high market impact, but see a low probability of it happening. The
Fed has been dovish, and most likely will continue to be since it will not risk normalizing in a
hurry at this point. The Fed, along with other major central banks, has been extremely careful
with its actions and how it communicates them to markets.
B. Inflation: The Fed could potentially be behind-the-curve regarding inflation. It is possible they
suddenly take notice and try to rapidly implement monetary tools. We consider this to be a low
probability, high market impact event. The economy is in goldilocks mode: not too hot, not too
cold. It is surprising how little inflation we still have, contrary to analysts’ expectations, and
nothing is indicative that this will change – at least in the short-to-medium term. For this to
happen, we would need to see meaningful wage growth, but we are witnessing profit margins
that have peaked and continue to do so.
C. China: If the world’s second-largest economy were to blow up, possibly due to its worrying
internal debt levels, it would take the global economy down with it. This event would be of
tremendous impact, but currently the probabilities of this occurring are low. China’s government
has been prioritizing policies supportive of growth. However, this factor is now moving closer
to being a high probability event due to an escalation in the current U.S.-China trade war.
D. Antitrust regulation: Trump’s populist nature represents a political risk to tech companies. This
is especially true for FAANG stocks, since their continued growth poses a monopolistic threat.
Silicon Valley has also adapted a challenging stance towards Trump. Given the sector’s high
valuations, we consider this event could have a high market impact. However, despite tech
stocks’ contribution to this bull market, we believe the high impact will be on the leading stock
sector and not across all the market. The high probabilities of this event happening could be
diminishing. If we consider the challenges the Trump administration is facing in Congress and
with the Republican Party, we could ask if increasing scrutiny over Silicon Valley is a battle
Trump wants to pick.
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E. End of QE: QE has concluded and central banks need to start shrinking their balance sheets,
which have grown almost five times in the last nine years. If they overdo it, or move too quickly,
it could have a high market impact. Nonetheless, we consider that the probabilities of this are
low. Central banks around the globe have been very carefully and cautious in withdrawing
liquidity.
F. Geopolitics: Political and military tensions around the globe usually don’t cause economic
slumps or bear markets. However, it is not unheard of. We have had for most of the year a
“Teflon market” – a market where nothing sticks. The VIX is at historical low levels despite a year
that would have been expected to generate more volatility. Markets have pressed the mute
button on geopolitics (refer to Thinking Man #48) and the low volatility could change this.
Geopolitics are becoming more of a concern for investors, as there are now more complications
in the U.S.-North Korea feud, Brexit talks, and NAFTA renegotiation. If markets continue to
perform in these increasingly negative conditions, it will end up giving back those gains at
certain point.
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G. Local politics: The unfolding of events in Washington regarding policy generation, government
budgets, debt-ceiling, and even political scandals usually don’t cause bear markets. Since
investors have already discounted the impact of policy, we don’t believe this factor will have
major effects on market movements. However, the short-lived market drops in August were
fueled by political turbulence. Investors are now perceiving that, due to its growing political
vulnerability, the Trump administration has become more ineffective in accomplishing its
economic agenda.
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The Fed
tightens
despite the
lack of growth
and inflation,
tipping the U.S.
economy into
recession.

A behindthe-curve
Fed plays
catch-up
with rate
hikes, setting
up a U.S.
economic
slowdown.

The world's
secondlargest
economy
blows up, and
takes the
global
economy
down with it.

Antitrust
officials target
big tech
companies,
causing the
likes of Apple,
Amazon, and
Google to
crash.

Central-bank
balance sheets
have never been
this big, thanks
to QE. Shrinking
them could cause
unexpected
problems.

Rising overseas
tensions usually
don't cause
economic
slumps or bear
markets…but it's
not unheard of.

Government
shutdowns, debtceiling standoffs,
and even
impeachments
don't cause bear
markets. Could
this time be
different?
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BigSur Views
The seven factors and their probabilities of happening are not static – thus, it is vital to constantly
monitor them to better analyze their impact. There are currently too many noises in the market, with
many developing events that could change the dynamics of these factors.
Analysts from Goldman Sachs developed a Bear Market Risk indicator, based on macro, market and
technical data factors which provide a guide to bear market risk- or at least the risk of low returns.
Based on historical data, the current level in the Goldman Sachs Bear Risk indicator signals a 50/50
probability of a bear market in the next 12 months.
The investment bank defines a bear market as a nominal price decline of 20% or more. Although
their proprietary risk indicator is currently at an 8-year high, analysts predict the outlook for equity
markets over the next 12 months is unlikely to involve a sharp bearish decline. Low inflation, a
healthier banking system, and a less aggressive monetary policy tightening are some of the factors
they believe will make a recession in the near term is less probable.
We at BigSur are cautiously optimistic as a recession and the subsequent bear market are not
imminent. Conditions for a large sell-off are still not in place despite existing concerns on the state
of the economy, high valuations, earnings’ growth continuity and the approval of key economic
policies. The market is going to be more vulnerable to short-term negative news and shocks, but it
is unlikely to attest long-lasting impacts unless there is a drop accompanied by a recession.
We recommend our clients to continue to participate in the market while protecting the downside.
Our short-term view is that October will be a rocky month. It is important to be disciplined and we
recommend our clients to hedge. As we have stated in previous opportunities, volatility is the
cheapest security, and as a result, we have proceeded to hedge our investments.
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Important Disclosures
This material is distributed for informational purposes only. The discussions and opinions in this article are for general information only,
and are not intended to provide investment advice. While taken from sources deemed to be accurate, BigSur Wealth Management, LLC
(“BigSur” or the “Adviser”) makes no representations about the accuracy of the information in the article or its appropriateness for any
given situation. Certain information included in this article was based on third-party sources and, although believed to be reliable, it has
not been independently verified and its accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed. Any statements regarding future events
constitute only subjective views or beliefs, are not guarantees or projections of performance, should not be relied on, are subject to
change due to a variety of factors, including fluctuating market conditions, and involve inherent risks and uncertainties, both general
and specific, many of which cannot be predicted or quantified and are beyond our control. Future results could differ materially and no
assurance is given that these statements are now or will prove to be accurate or complete in any way. This article may include forwardlooking statements. All statements other than statements of historical fact are forward-looking statements (including words such as
“believe,” “estimate,” “anticipate,” “may,” “will,” “should,” and “expect”). Although we believe that the expectations reflected in such
forward-looking statements are reasonable, we can give no assurance that such expectations will prove to be correct. Various factors
could cause actual results or performance to differ materially from those discussed in such forward-looking statements. BigSur shall
not be responsible for the consequences of reliance upon any opinion or statements contained herein, and expressly disclaim any liability,
including incidental or consequential damages, arising from any errors or omissions.
The companies discussed herein, are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent past or current recommendations by BigSur.
This article is not intended to provide personal investment advice and it does not take into account the specific investment objectives,
financial situation and the particular needs of any specific investor. Views regarding the economy, securities markets or other specialized
areas, like all predictors of future events, cannot be guaranteed to be accurate and may result in economic loss to the investor. Any
securities or products referenced BigSur believes may present opportunities for appreciation over the subsequent time periods. BigSur
closely monitors securities discussed and client portfolios and may make changes when warranted as a result of evolving market
conditions. There can be no assurance that the securities and performance included or referenced in the article will remain the same and
investment strategies, philosophies and allocation are subject to change without prior notice. Specific securities or companies identified
and described may or may not be held in portfolios managed by the Adviser and do not represent all of the securities purchased, sold,
or recommended for advisory clients. The reader should not assume that investments in the securities identified and discussed were or
will be profitable. BigSur may change its views on these securities at any time. There is no guarantee that, should market conditions
repeat, these securities will perform in the same way in the future. Any referenced securities and their respective returns reflect the
reinvestment of income and dividends, but do not take into account trading costs, management fees, and any other applicable fees,
expenses, and various factors including account restrictions, guidelines, the timing of investments, and cash flows that may affect the
investor’s actual return and performance. Please refer to Part 2A of BigSur’s Form ADV for a complete description of fees and expenses.
Hypothetical performance results may have inherent limitations.
The returns and references to the S&P 500 index are provided for informational purposes only. The S&P 500 Index is a marketcapitalization weighted index containing the 500 most widely held companies chosen with respect to market size, liquidity, and industry.
The index is calculated on a total return basis with dividends reinvested. In addition, the volatility and securities of the index may be
materially different from an investor’s. The S&P 500 Index was selected and is referenced to allow for comparison of the performance
of any referenced securities or overall market to that of a well-known and widely recognized index. Comparisons to indexes in this
material have limitations because indexes have volatility and other material characteristics that may differ from the referenced strategy
or security. Therefore, actual performance may differ substantially from the performance of any referenced index). Investors should be
aware that the referenced benchmark funds may have a different composition, volatility, risk, investment philosophy, holding times,
and/or other investment-related factors that may affect the benchmark funds’ ultimate performance results. Due to these differences,
indexes should not be relied upon as an accurate measure of comparison and are for informational purposes only. Unless noted
otherwise, all index returns are denominated in U.S. dollars.
Target exposures included in this article may differ between clients based upon their investment objectives, financial situations and risk
tolerances. Investments in general involve numerous risks, including, among others, market risk, default risk and liquidity risk. No security
or financial instrument is suitable for all investors. Securities and other financial instruments discussed in this article, are not insured by
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (“FDIC”). The income and market values of the securities stated on this article may fluctuate
and, in some cases, investors may lose their entire principal investment. Past performance is not indicative of future results.
This information is highly confidential and intended for review by the recipient only. The information should not be disseminated or be
made available for public use or to any other source without the express written authorization of BigSur. Such distribution is prohibited
in any jurisdiction dissemination may be unlawful. Please contact your investment adviser for advice appropriate to your specific
situation.
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